Here Is A Petition that Gives
Trump Legal Standing and
Public
Support
to
Stop
Childhood Vaccines
Attorney Ralph Fucetola explaines that most federal
regulations start as citizens’ petitions through the
Administrative Practices Act and he has filed such a petition
with regulations.gov that will give President Trump the legal
standing to act on this issue. It also will show popular
support to encourage him to do so in the face of the vaccine
lobby. The petition asks for a five-year childhood-vaccine
moratorium and calls for safety studies that have never been
done. Here is the link for the petition and your comments.
–GEG
Petition
Link:
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=FDA-2017-P-4500

Trump’s New Chief of Staff
General Kelly Ousted Anthony
Scaramucci
Trump’s new chief of staff General John Kelly fired Anthony
Scaramucci, Trump’s Director of Communications. Scaramucci had
served for only 10 days but, during that time, he supervised
the ousting of Reince Priebus, who was Trump’s former chief of
staff, and who was the main suspect behind White House leaks
to the press. Scaramucci also quickly triggered sharp
criticism for offensive language and manners. There appears to
be an internal shifting for position and power, and it is
difficult at this point to know who the white-hats are, if
any. –GEG

Australia’s
Meteorology
Agency Caught Erasing Record
Low Temperatures
Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology has been caught manipulating
temperature data. When temperatures are high, they are

recorded accurately but, when they are very low, they either
are deleted altogether or recorded higher than the
thermometers show. The agency refuses to explain why it
changes the readings except to say that it is scientifically
justified. It forbids skeptics to examine its records and
calculations. In the US, NASA and NOAA recently were caught
doing the same thing.-GEG

Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has been
caught red handed erasing record-breaking cold
temperatures from its data records.
The BOM has now been shamed by media investigations into
ordering a review of its procedures. But it has yet to provide
an explanation as to why it made these “adjustments” in the
first place.
These “adjustments” seem to go only one way. The BOM is
perfectly happy to record and announce it whenever Australia’s
temperatures hit record-breaking highs. But when the
temperatures reach new lows it’s a different matter
altogether.
For some strange reason that the BOM has been unable to
explain, when temperatures go below a certain point it either
deletes them as if they had never been – or it enters them
into its records at higher temperature than the one actually
recorded by its thermometers.
The dodgy adjustments were spotted
journalist Jennifer Marohasy.

by

investigative

Earlier this month, she was contacted by bush meteorologist
Lance Pidgeon who had noticed that Goulburn, a town south west
of Sydney, had smashed its temperature record with a low
of -10.4 degrees Celsius.
Except, the Bureau has since erased this measurement.
According to the Bureau’s own rules, the coldest temperature

record during a 24-hour period to 9am is recorded as the
minimum for that day. So, for Sunday 2 July the carry-over
minimum should be -10.4 degrees Celsius. But instead the
summary documentation shows -10.0. There is now no public
record of -10.4 degrees Celsius.
This is not the first time the BOM has been accused of
behaving more like a political activist organization than a
scientific one. On every occasion, instead of fessing up to
its dodgy antics, it has hidden behind a wall of bluster and
pretend-scientific authority.
For example, against the principles of robust science, it
refuses to allow its data to be audited independently – or to
discuss why or how it makes its temperature adjustments.
Read full article here…

Journalist Tells How He Knows
That Seth Rich Passed DNC
Emails to WikiLeaks
This is the second recording released by Big League Politics.
Journalist, Seymour Hersh, describes how Seth Rich sold DNC
emails to WikiLeaks. Hersh draws upon his own experience in

such matters and also cites an FBI document as proof. Hersch
says that WikiLeaks definitely had access to the emails before
Rich was killed. [This recording contains vulgar language.]
–GEG
UPDATE: WikiLeaks does not reveal its sources, however, they
tweeted out Seymour Hersch’s recording that reveals Seth Rich
offered to sell the DNC emails to WikiLeaks, who got the
password for the dropbox to take possession of them.
WikiLeaks’ tweet serves as an endorsement of Hersch’s account
of events, and that Rich was the DNC leaker.

In an audio recording provided to Big League Politics by a
source that currently wishes to remain anonymous, journalist
Seymour Hersh confirms that Seth Rich had contacted WikiLeaks
with sample emails from the leak. Hersh cites an FBI document
as proof for his claim.
“There are no DNC or Podesta emails that exist beyond May 21
or 22, last email from either one of those groups. What the
report says is that some time in late Spring… he makes contact
with WikiLeaks, that’s in his computer,” he says. “Anyway,
they found what he had done is that he had submitted a series
of documents — of emails, of juicy emails, from the DNC.”
Hersh explains that it was unclear how the negotiations went,
but that WikiLeaks did obtain access to a password protected
DropBox where Rich had put the files.
Read full article here…

Investigator into Murder of
Seth Rich Reveals That Seth’s
Brother Blocked Every Step of
His Investigation
Big League Politics has released a mind-blowing recording of
Rod Wheeler, the investigator in the Seth Rich murder case, in
which he says that Aaron Rich, Seth’s brother, blocked him
from investigating anything that could lead to the DNC. He was
ordered not to investigate Rich’s emails, communications with
WikiLeaks, personal problems with his DNC supervisor, or the
party Seth attended the night of his murder, which included
DNC loyalists. Wheeler says that Aaron also prevented him
from examining Seth’s computer and cell phones to see who he
contacted in the days and hours prior to his murder. –GEG
In a phone call provided to Big League Politics by a source
who wishes to remain anonymous at this time, private
investigator Rod Wheeler explains what happened with the Fox
News coverage of Seth Rich — and how brother Aaron Rich was
actively attempting to shut down anyone looking into the
WikiLeaks connection.
On August 1, Wheeler filed a lawsuit in New York City alleging
White House involvement in pushing the story. But in this
recording, he explains that he acted on his own in contacting

Fox News reporters — and exactly how that all went down. The
White House being involved is not mentioned once.
“The story has already blown up, this will only give credence
to the story. If Fox News channel broke it, it would seem like
conspiracy theories,” Wheeler says the Fox 5 DC reporter
texted him. “So she decided that she was going to run with
this story, in her mind, so it didn’t seem like a conspiracy
theory from Fox News.”
Wheeler said that brother Aaron Rich tried to block Wheeler
from looking at Seth’s computer, even though there could be
evidence on it. “He said no, he said I have his computer,
meaning him,” Wheeler said. “I said, well can I look at it?…He
said, what are you looking for? I said anything that could
indicate if Seth was having problems with someone. He said no,
I already checked it. Don’t worry about it.”
Wheeler said that Seth’s girlfriend told him that Aaron Rich
had possession of Seth’s cell phones, but Aaron denied it and
said “we’re not going to worry about the cell phones.”
Aaron also blocked Wheeler from finding out about who was at a
party Seth attended the night of the murder.
Read full article here…

